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Abstract
Let G=(V; E) be an undirected graph and C a subset of vertices. If the sets Br(v)∩C, v∈V
(respectively, v∈V \C), are all nonempty and di5erent, where Br(v) denotes the set of all points
within distance r from v, we call C an r-identifying code (respectively, an r-locating-dominating
code). We prove that, given a graph G and an integer k, the decision problem of the existence of
an r-identifying code, or of an r-locating-dominating code, of size at most k in G, is NP-complete
for any r.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let G=(V; E) be a ;nite, undirected, connected graph; we de;ne Br(v), the ball of
radius r centred at a vertex v∈V , by
Br(v) = {x ∈ V : d(x; v)6 r};
where d(x; v) denotes the number of edges in any shortest path between v and x.
Whenever d(x; v)6r, we say that x and v r-cover each other (or simply cover if there
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is no ambiguity). A set of vertices covers a vertex if at least one of its elements does.
Any nonempty set C of V is called a code and its elements, codewords.
For a vertex v∈V , the set Br(v)∩C is called the r-identifying set or identifying set,
of v and will be denoted by ISr(v) or IS(v). Two vertices having di5erent identifying
sets are said to be r-separated or separated.
A code C is called r-identifying or identifying, if the sets ISr(v), v∈V , are all
nonempty and di5erent.
Note that for given graph G=(V; E) and integer r, there exists an r-identifying code
C ⊆V if and only if
for all v1; v2 ∈ V with v1 = v2; Br(v1) = Br(v2):
Indeed, if for all v1; v2 ∈V , Br(v1) and Br(v2) are di5erent, then C =V is r-identifying.
Conversely, if for some v1; v2 ∈V , Br(v1)=Br(v2), then for any code C ⊆V , we have
ISr(v1)= ISr(v2). For instance, there is no r-identifying code in a complete graph.
The concept of identifying codes was recently introduced in [5].
A code C is called r-locating-dominating, or locating-dominating, if the sets ISr(v),
v∈V\C, are all nonempty and di5erent (see, e.g., [4]).
Note that for given graph G=(V; E) and integer r, there always exists an r-locating-
dominating code C ⊆V : we can take C =V , or, if |V |¿1, C =V\{v} for any v∈V .
Also, any r-identifying code is clearly an r-locating-dominating code.
The motivations come, for instance, from fault diagnosis in multiprocessor systems.
Such a system can be modelled as a graph G=(V; E) where V is the set of processors
and E the set of links between processors. Assume that at most one of the processors
is malfunctioning and we wish to test the system and locate the faulty processor. For
this, some processors (which constitute the code) will be selected and assigned the
task of testing their neighbourhoods. Whenever a selected processor (i.e., a codeword)
detects a fault, it sends an alarm signal. We require that we can uniquely locate the
malfunctioning processor based only on the information which ones of the codewords
gave the alarm. See [5] for more details on motivations.
Therefore, it is important to obtain results on the complexity of this issue. Given
a graph G and an integer k, we prove the NP-completeness of r-IC, the problem of
existence of an r-identifying code of size at most k in G, and of r-LDC, the problem
of existence of an r-locating-dominating code of size at most k in G, for any r¿2.
It is already known that 1-IC belongs to NP-C (see [2]), and that 1-LDC belongs to
NP-C (see [3]). For a complete discussion of the theory of NP-completeness, we refer
to [1].
2. Identifying codes
From now on, except where otherwise stated, r is a ;xed integer, r¿1. First, we
give some crucial but easy lemma, corollary and remarks.
Lemma 2.1. Let T = {t1; t2; : : : ; tr}, Y = {y1; y2; : : : ; y2r+1}, and Z = {z1; z2; : : : ; z2r+1}.
Let  be the graph in Fig. 1, with vertex set T ∪Y ∪Z and edge set {titi+1: i=
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Fig. 1. The graph .
1; 2; : : : ; r − 1}∪ {try1; trz1}∪ {yiyi+1; zizi+1: i=1; 2; : : : ; 2r}. Then the smallest r-
identifying code in , C0, has size 2r+2 and is unique: it consists of the vertices y1;
y2; : : : ; yr; y2r+1; z1; z2; : : : ; zr , and z2r+1.
Proof. First we check that C0 = {y1; y2; : : : ; yr; y2r+1; z1; z2; : : : ; zr ; z2r+1} is r-identifying.
Indeed, IS(y2r+1)= {y2r+1}; IS(yi)= {y2r+1; yr; : : : ; yi−r} for i=2r; : : : ; r+1; IS(yr)=
{yr; : : : ; y1}; IS(yi)= {yr; : : : ; y1; z1; : : : ; zr−i} for i= r − 1; : : : ; 1.
The identifying sets of the elements in Z are constructed in a symmetric way. Finally,
for i between 1 and r, IS(ti)= {y1; z1; : : : ; yi; zi}. All these sets are nonempty and
di5erent.
Next we consider an r-identifying code C in . For i between 2r + 1 and r + 1,
Br(yi)= {y2r+1; y2r ; : : : ; yi−r}, therefore for i between 2r+1 and r+2, Br(yi−1)\Br(yi)
= {yi−1−r}. So necessarily, to separate yi and yi−1; yi−1−r ∈C. The same is true for
the vertices in Z . So {y1; y2; : : : ; yr; z1; z2; : : : ; zr}⊆C.
However, y2r+1 is not covered by C, yet; therefore, one of the vertices yr+1; : : : ; y2r+1
must belong to C. Moreover, yr and yr+1 are not separated yet. Hence, the only optimal
way of completing C is to take y2r+1 as a codeword. The same holds for Z .
Remark 1. The second part of the proof of Lemma 2.1 also shows that any r-identify-
ing code in  contains at least 2r + 2 elements of Y ∪Z .
Note also that Lemma 2.1 still holds if  is plunged into a larger graph, without
modifying the “inner” structure of , and with the edges linking  to the “outside”
being only on t1 (see in Fig. 2 how we shall use this). Moreover, in this case, no
“outside” vertex is covered by C0.
Corollary 2.1. Consider r − 1 copies, 1; 2; : : : ; r−1, of the graph , and in each
copy rename the “rst” vertex t1 by t1;1; t2;1; : : : ; tr−1;1. Build the graph  (see Fig. 2)
by taking these r− 1 copies and adding the edges t1;1t2;1; t2;1t3;1; : : : ; tr−2;1tr−1;1. Then
the smallest r-identifying code in  has size (r − 1)(2r + 2) and is unique.
Proof. This code obviously consists of r − 1 copies of the code C0 described in
Lemma 2.1, one copy of C0 in each copy of .
Observe that Corollary 2.1 still holds if  is plunged into a larger graph, without
modifying the “inner” structure of , and with the edges linking  to the “outside”
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Fig. 2. The graph .
being only on t1;1 and tr−1;1. Moreover, in this case, no “outside” vertex is covered
by the code of Corollary 2.1.
We can now state the main result of this section, in the proof of which we use the
graph  repeatedly.
Theorem 2.1. Let r¿1. The following decision problem is NP-complete:
Name: r-identifying code (r-IC);
Instance: a connected graph G=(V; E) and an integer k6|V |;
Question: is there an r-identifying code C ⊆V of size at most k?
Proof. Of course, there is an r-identifying code C ⊆V of size at most k if and only if
there is one of size k: indeed, adding elements to an r-identifying code always yields
an r-identifying code.
We were inspired by the proof of the case r=1 in [2]. Obviously, the problem r-IC
is in NP: given a subset C of V , it is polynomial in time (with respect to the size of
the instance, which is here a polynomial in |V |), to check that C is an r-identifying
code of size at most k, for instance, by studying the pairs of vertices at distance at
most 2r from one another.
Next, we polynomially reduce the well-known NP-complete 3-satis;ability problem
(3-SAT) to r-IC.
We consider any instance of 3-SAT: a set of clauses ”= {C1;C2; : : : ;Cm} over the
set of variables X = {x1; x2; : : : ; xn}. From ”, we construct a graph G=(V; E) and an
integer k such that ” can be satis;ed if and only if G contains an r-identifying code
of size at most k.
For each variable xi of X , we construct the graph Gxi =(Vxi ; Exi) in the following
way: we take six copies, xi;1, xi;2; : : : ; xi;6, of , and in each copy we rename the
vertices t1;1 and tr−1;1 by txi ;1;1;1 and txi ;1; r−1;1; : : : ; txi ;6;1;1 and txi ;6; r−1;1; we also take
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Fig. 3. A preliminary graph.
six vertices ai, bi, ci, di, xi and Lxi, and draw the edges
aitxi ;1;1;1; txi ;1;r−1;1bi; bitxi ;2;1;1; txi ;2;r−1;1xi; bitxi ;3;1;1; txi ;3;r−1;1 Lxi;
xitxi ;4;1;1; txi ;4;r−1;1ci; Lxitxi ;5;1;1; txi ;5;r−1;1ci; citxi ;6;1;1; txi ;6;r−1;1di:
In other words: for each variable, we construct the graph of Fig. 3 (which comes
directly from [2]), and on each of its six edges we “paste” a copy of  (therefore the
edge itself disappears). The number of vertices in Gxi is 6(r − 1)(5r + 2) + 6.
Next, for each clause Cj = {uj;1; uj;2; uj;3}, we construct the graph GCj =(VCj ; ECj) in
the following way: we ;rst put "j and #j in VCj , and we consider the edge "j#j, on
which we paste a copy of . The number of vertices in GCj is (r − 1)(5r + 2) + 2.
Finally, for each clause Cj = {uj;1; uj;2; uj;3}, we construct the graph G′Cj =(V ′Cj ; E′Cj)
in the following way: we consider the three edges "juj;1; "juj;2; "juj;3, and on each of
them we paste a copy of .
The number of vertices in G′Cj is 3(r−1)(5r+2)+4, but four of them, "j, uj;1 uj;2,
uj;3, also belong to VCj ∪ (
⋃n
i=1 Vxi).
Summarizing, G has vertex set V and edge set E given by
V =
(
n⋃
i=1
Vxi
)
∪
(
m⋃
j=1
VCj
)
∪
(
m⋃
j=1
V ′Cj
)
;
E =
(
n⋃
i=1
Exi
)
∪
(
m⋃
j=1
ECj
)
∪
(
m⋃
j=1
E′Cj
)
and we set k =(r − 1)(2r + 2)(4m + 6n) + m + 3n. This construction is polynomial
in n+ m, the size of 3-SAT, since
|V | = n(6(r − 1)(5r + 2) + 6) + m(4(r − 1)(5r + 2) + 2):
We claim that ”, the instance of 3-SAT we started from, can be satis;ed if and only
if there is in G an r-identifying code of size at most k.
(i) If ” can be satis;ed, we can construct an r-identifying code C ⊆V , of size k,
as follows: for each copy of , take the code described in the proof of Corollary 2.1;
for all i between 1 and n, take as codewords bi, ci and whichever of xi and Lxi has
been set True; for all j between 1 and m, take "j as a codeword. This code has
size (r − 1)(2r + 2)(6n + 4m) + 3n + m= k, and a brief study shows that all ver-
tices are covered by C and all identifying sets are distinct: the case of the copies of
 stems from Corollary 2.1; then for all i and j, depending on whether xi is True
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or False, IS(ai)= {bi}, IS(bi)= {bi; xi} or {bi; Lxi}, IS(xi)= {bi; ci; xi} or {bi; ci}, plus
maybe vertices of type ", IS( Lxi)= {bi; ci} or {bi; ci; Lxi}, plus maybe vertices of type ",
IS(ci)= {ci; xi} or {ci; Lxi}, IS(di)= {ci}, IS(#j)= {"j}; ;nally, IS("j) contains "j and,
using the assumption that each clause contains at least one true literal, at least one
vertex of type x or Lx.
(ii) Now assume that there is a set C, of size at most k, which is r-identifying. We
know that the identi;cation of a copy of  requires at least (r−1)(2r+2) codewords,
belonging to copies of the sets Y and Z (see Remark 1). So all the copies of  require
at least (r − 1)(2r + 2)(6n + 4m) codewords, and these codewords do not cover the
vertices outside the copies of .
Next, it is clear that at least one codeword in VCj is needed to cover #j.
Let us now study the intersections C ∩Vxi . We claim that at least three codewords
in Vxi are necessary to cover ai, bi, xi, Lxi, ci and di, and that, moreover, if we manage
with exactly three, then exactly one of xi and Lxi belongs to C. Indeed, suppose ;rst
that neither xi nor Lxi are codewords. Then in order to both cover and separate ai and
bi, at least two codewords in Vxi are necessary, and two other codewords for ci and di.
If we assume that at least one of xi and Lxi is in C, anyway two codewords are still
needed to cover ai and di.
So, the code C is of size at least (r− 1)(2r+2)(6n+4m)+m+3n, which is equal
to k. Hence, C contains exactly k elements; in particular, exactly one codeword in VCj
covers #j and exactly three codewords in Vxi cover ai, bi, xi, Lxi, ci and di, with the
additional property that exactly one of xi and Lxi is a codeword.
Thus, setting xi =True if C ∩{xi; Lxi}= {xi} and xi =False if C ∩{xi; Lxi}= { Lxi} is a
valid truth assignment for the variables of X .
Now which codeword(s) cover(s) "j, for j between 1 and m? We know that exactly
one codeword in VCj covers #j, and we see immediately that this codeword also cov-
ers "j. Therefore, there must be a codeword covering "j and not #j, because "j and #j
must be separated. And it cannot be one of the (r − 1)(2r + 2)(6n + 4m) codewords
belonging to the copies of the sets Y and Z . So it must be one (or more) of the
codewords in⋃
i:xi or Lxi∈Cj
Vxi :
But actually the only possibility(ies) left is (are) among the three vertices uj;1; uj;2; uj;3,
corresponding to the three literals in the clause Cj, which are at distance r from "j:
necessarily, at least one of them is a codeword, which means that the corresponding
literal is true, i.e., Cj contains at least one true literal. Since this holds for all j, we
have a truth assignment which satis;es ”.
Note that if r were equal to 1, we would use no copies of  and obtain exactly the
proof from [2] for r=1.
Let us remark that, if r is not ;xed, i.e., is part of the instance, the problem remains
NP-complete: since 1-IC is NP-complete, all we have to prove is that, when r is not
;xed, we can check in polynomial time (with respect to the size of the problem),
whether a given candidate C is an r-identifying code of size at most k. This can
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be done in the following way: for every vertex v∈V , construct its r-identifying set
(since the shortest path problem is polynomial, it is polynomial to construct Br(v) then
Br(v)∩C); check whether all identifying sets are nonempty and di5erent; check the
size of C.
Observe that in the graph G constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.1, all cycles
are even, which means that G is bipartite. This shows that r-IC remains NP-complete,
even if restricted to the case of bipartite graphs.
Remark 2. It is impossible to reduce directly the NP-complete problem 1-IC to r-IC
by constructing, from a general instance of 1-IC, G=(V; E) and k, an instance of r-IC,
G′=(V ′; E′) and k ′= |E|(r−1)(2r+2)+k, obtained from G by pasting copies of  on
the edges of E. Indeed, we have a (bipartite) counter-example, with |V |=20, |E|=28,
for which any 1-identifying code in G contains at least k =12 vertices and there exists
a 2-identifying code in G′ with 179= k ′ − 1 codewords (see also Remark 5).
3. Locating-dominating codes
First, we give a modi;ed proof of the NP-completeness of 1-LDC. Compared to the
proof given in [3], our construction presents the twofold advantage of having fewer
vertices and yielding a bipartite graph (cf. Remark 4), and will be the starting point
of our construction for r-LDC.
The following trivial remark will be useful:
Remark 3. If C is r-locating-dominating in G, and if two distinct vertices v1 and v2
are such that Br(v1)=Br(v2), then at least one of them is a codeword. The same is
true if Br(v1)\{v1}=Br(v2)\{v2}.
Lemma 3.1 (Colbourn et al. [3]). The following decision problem is NP-complete:
Name: 1-locating-dominating code (1-LDC);
Instance: a connected graph G=(V; E) and an integer k6|V |;
Question: is there a 1-locating-dominating code C ⊆V of size at most k?
New proof. Obviously, 1-LDC belongs to NP. Next, we polynomially reduce 3-SAT
to 1-LDC. We consider any instance of 3-SAT, ”= {C1;C2; : : : ;Cm} over the set of
variables X = {x1; x2; : : : ; xn}.
For each variable xi of X , we construct the graph Gxi =(Vxi ; Exi) in the following
way (see Fig. 4):
Vxi = {ai; bi; ci; di; ei; xi; Lxi}; Exi = {aixi; ai Lxi; bici; cixi; ci Lxi; xidi; Lxidi; diei}:
Next, for each clause Cj = {uj;1; uj;2; uj;3}, we construct the graph GCj =(VCj ; ECj),
with VCj = {"j; #j; 'j} and ECj = {"j#j; #j'j}. And we add the three edges "juj;1; "juj;2;
"juj;3.
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ci
bi
xi
ei
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Fig. 4. The graph Gxi .
Finally, G=(V; E) with
V =
(
n⋃
i=1
Vxi
)
∪
(
m⋃
j=1
VCj
)
;
E =
(
n⋃
i=1
Exi
)
∪
(
m⋃
j=1
ECj
)
∪
(
m⋃
j=1
{"juj;1; "juj;2; "juj;3}
)
and we set k =3n+ m; we see that |V |=7n+ 3m and |E|=8n+ 5m.
(i) If ” can be satis;ed, we can construct a 1-locating-dominating code C ⊆V ,
of size k, for instance as follows: for all j and i, take as codewords #j, ci, di,
and whichever of xi and Lxi has been set True. The code C thus constructed has
size 3n + m= k, and a brief study shows that all vertices not belonging to C have
di5erent, nonempty, 1-identifying sets: without loss of generality, assume that xi ∈C;
then IS(ai)= {xi}, IS(bi)= {ci}, IS( Lxi)= {ci; di}, IS(ei)= {di}; moreover, IS('j)=
{#j}, and IS("j) contains #j and, using the assumption that each clause contains at
least one true literal, at least one vertex of type x or Lx.
(ii) Now we assume that there is a subset C of V , of size at most k, which is
1-locating-dominating. It is clear that for all j, at least one of #j and 'j is a codeword;
moreover, if only one of them is a codeword, then either "j is not covered by it
(if the codeword is 'j), or "j and 'j are not separated (if #j is the codeword). In all
cases, "j must be covered by another codeword.
Let us now consider the sets C ∩Vxi : we claim that at least three codewords in Vxi
are necessary to cover ai; bi; ci; di; ei; xi and Lxi, and that, moreover, if we manage
with exactly three, then exactly one of xi and Lxi belongs to C. Indeed, suppose ;rst
that xi or Lxi are codewords. Then, since two more codewords are necessary in Vxi to
cover bi and ei, either |C ∩Vxi |¿4 or |C ∩Vxi |=3 and exactly one of xi and Lxi is a
codeword. Suppose next that neither xi nor Lxi are codewords. Then, in order to cover
and separate ai, bi and ci, and di and ei, at least three codewords in Vxi\{xi; Lxi} are
necessary. Now we use Remark 3: if we momentarily forget the edges between xi; Lxi
and the sets VCj , then B1(xi)\{xi}=B1( Lxi)\{ Lxi}= {ai; ci; di}; this implies that xi or Lxi
is covered by a vertex of type ". This however contradicts the assumption on the size
of |C|, since already m+ 3n other vertices necessarily belong to C.
Now, we know that C contains exactly k elements; in particular, exactly one
codeword belongs to {#j; 'j} and exactly three codewords are in Vxi , with exactly
one of xi and Lxi in C.
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Fig. 5. The graph ′.
Thus, setting xi =True if C ∩{xi; Lxi}= {xi} and xi =False if C ∩{xi; Lxi}= { Lxi} is a
valid truth assignment for the variables of X .
Now which codeword(s) cover(s) "j, or separate "j and #j? The only possibility
is that this is done by a codeword of type x or Lx, corresponding to one of the three
literals in the clause Cj; this means that Cj contains at least one true literal. Since this
holds for all j, we have a truth assignment which satis;es ”.
From now on, except where otherwise stated, r is a ;xed integer, r ¿ 1. Again,
we ;rst give some crucial but easy preliminary results, proceeding exactly as in the
previous section.
Lemma 3.2. Let ′ be the graph obtained from  by taking the same vertex set
T ∪Y ∪Z and adding to the edge set of  the edges yizi+1 and ziyi+1 for all i
between 1 and 2r (see Fig. 5). Then the smallest size of an r-locating-dominating code
in ′ is 2r+1, and one such minimal code consists, e.g., of the vertices y1; y2; : : : ; y2r+1.
Moreover, any such minimal code has all its codewords in Y ∪Z .
Proof. We ;rst check that C = {y1; y2; : : : ; y2r+1} is r-locating-dominating:
IS(ti) = {y1; : : : ; yi}; i = 1; : : : ; r; IS(zi) = {y1; : : : ; yr+i}; i = 1; : : : ; r + 1;
IS(zi) = {yi−r ; yi−r+1; : : : ; y2r+1}; i = r + 2; : : : ; 2r + 1:
All these sets are nonempty and di5erent.
Next, we use Remark 3: for all i between 1 and 2r + 1, Br(yi)=Br(zi), so at
least one of yi and zi is a codeword of any r-locating-dominating code in ′ (note
that actually, if r were equal to 1, this would still be true, since we would have
Br(yi)\{yi}=Br(zi)\{zi}). Therefore, any minimal r-locating-dominating code has
2r + 1 codewords, all of them in Y ∪Z .
The proof of Lemma 3.2 also shows that any r-locating-dominating code in ′
contains at least 2r + 1 elements of Y ∪Z .
Note also that Lemma 3.2 still holds if ′ is plunged into a larger graph, without
modifying the “inner” structure of ′, and with the edges linking ′ to the “outside”
being only on t1. Moreover, in this case, no “outside” vertex is covered by any minimal
r-locating-dominating code in ′.
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Corollary 3.1. Consider r − 1 copies, ′1; ′2; : : : ; ′r−1, of the graph ′, and in each
copy rename the “rst” vertex t1 by t1;1; t2;1; : : : ; tr−1;1. Build the graph ′ by taking
these r−1 copies and adding the edges t1;1t2;1; t2;1t3;1; : : : ; tr−2;1tr−1;1. Then the smallest
size of an r-locating-dominating code in ′ is (r − 1)(2r + 1) and one such minimal
code consists of minimal codes for ′, one in each copy. Moreover, any minimal
r-locating-dominating code has all its codewords in copies of Y ∪Z .
Proof. Straightforward.
Corollary 3.1 still holds if ′ is plunged into a larger graph, without modifying
the “inner” structure of ′, and with the edges linking ′ to the “outside” being only
on t1;1 and tr−1;1. Moreover, in this case, no “outside” vertex is covered by any minimal
code from Corollary 3.1.
We can now state the main result of this section, in the proof of which we make a
repeated use of the graph ′.
Theorem 3.1. Let r¿1. The following decision problem is NP-complete:
Name: r-locating-dominating code (r-LDC);
Instance: a connected graph G=(V; E) and an integer k6|V |;
Question: is there an r-locating-dominating code C ⊆V of size at most k?
Proof. Obviously, the problem r-LDC is in NP. Now, we polynomially reduce 3-SAT
to r-LDC: we consider any instance of 3-SAT, ”= {C1;C2; : : : ;Cm} over the set of
variables X = {x1; x2; : : : ; xn}, and we construct the graph of the proof of Lemma 3.1.
On each edge of this graph, as in the previous section, we “paste” copies of ′ and
obtain a new graph G=(V; E), containing 7n+3m+(8n+5m)(r−1)(5r+2) vertices.
We set k =3n+m+ (8n+5m)(r− 1)(2r+1) and claim that ” can be satis;ed if and
only if there is in G an r-locating-dominating code of size at most k.
(i) If ” can be satis;ed, we can construct an r-locating-dominating code C ⊆V , of
size k, for instance as follows: for each copy of ′, take a minimal code as described
in Corollary 3.1; for all i between 1 and n, take as codewords ci, di and whichever
of xi and Lxi has been set True; for all j between 1 and m, take #j as a codeword.
The code C thus constructed has size (r − 1)(2r + 1)(8n + 5m) + 3n + m= k, and
a brief study shows that all vertices in V\C are covered by C and have di5erent
identifying sets: the case of the copies of ′ stems from Corollary 3.1; then for all i
and j, assuming here without loss of generality that xi =∈C and Lxi ∈C, IS(ai)= { Lxi},
IS(bi)= {ci}, IS(xi)= {ci; di}, IS(ei)= {di}, and IS('j)= {#j}; ;nally, IS("j) contains
#j and, using the assumption that each clause contains at least one true literal, at least
one vertex of type x or Lx.
(ii) Now assume that there is a subset C of V , of size at most k, which is r-locating-
dominating.
We know that a copy of ′ requires at least (r − 1)(2r + 1) codewords, belonging
to copies of the sets of vertices Y and Z . So all the copies of ′ require at least
(r − 1)(2r + 1)(8n + 5m) codewords, and these codewords do not cover the vertices
outside the copies of ′.
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Next, it is clear that there must be at least one codeword in VCj .
Let us now study the intersections C ∩Vxi . Following the lines of the proofs of
Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 3.1, we see that for all i, |C ∩Vxi |¿3, and that if |C ∩Vxi |=3,
then exactly one of xi and Lxi belongs to C.
So, the code C is of size at least (r − 1)(2r + 1)(8n + 5m) + m + 3n, which is
equal to k. Hence, C contains exactly k elements; in particular, there is exactly one
codeword in VCj and exactly three codewords in Vxi , with the additional property that
exactly one of xi and Lxi is a codeword.
Thus, setting xi =True if C ∩{xi; Lxi}= {xi} and xi =False if C ∩{xi; Lxi}= { Lxi} is a
valid truth assignment for the variables of X .
Now which codeword(s) cover(s) "j? In VCj , there is exactly one codeword; if this
codeword does not cover "j, then "j must be covered by another codeword, outside
VCj ; if this codeword covers "j, it must also cover 'j, but so far "j and 'j are not
separated, so again "j must be covered by another codeword, outside VCj , and it cannot
be by one of the (r−1)(2r+1)(8n+5m) codewords belonging to the copies of the sets
Y and Z . So it must be by one (or more) of the 3n codewords in Vxi . But actually the
only possibility(ies) left is (are) among the three vertices uj;1; uj;2; uj;3, corresponding
to the three literals in the clause Cj, which are at distance r from "j: necessarily, at
least one of them is a codeword, which means that the corresponding literal is true,
i.e., Cj contains at least one true literal. Since this holds for all j, we have a truth
assignment which satis;es ”.
Remark 4. Note that in the graphs constructed in the proofs of Lemma 3.1 and
Theorem 3.1, all cycles are even, which means that these graphs are bipartite and
shows that r-LDC remains NP-complete, even if restricted to the case of bipartite
graphs.
Remark 5. It is impossible to reduce directly 1-LDC to r-LDC by constructing, from
a general instance of 1-LDC, G=(V; E) and k, an instance of r-LDC, G′=(V ′; E′)
and k ′= |E|(r− 1)(2r+1)+ k, obtained from G by pasting copies of ′ on the edges
of E: we have a (bipartite) counter-example, with |V |=36 and |E|=44, for which
any 1-locating-dominating code in G contains at least k =16 codewords, whereas there
is a 2-locating-dominating code in G′ with 235= k ′ − 1 vertices (cf. Remark 2). The
idea of pasting copies of ′ applies only to particular classes of graphs, such as the
graph G described in the proof of Lemma 3.1 and used at the beginning of the proof
of Theorem 3.1.
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